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1. Introduction

1. Nineties: Lessons have been drawn from Iraq, North Korea, South 
Africa and the aftermath of the collapse of the Soviet Union;

Made way to a positive trend (AP, NPT extension,...); 

− In 10 years, the prospect has shifted from hope to pessimism;

Early 2000's : Second serious crisis of the non proliferation regime:

New disturbing challenges have sprang up that the regime has to 
face once again;

How these new challenges could be tackled? 

Field experience from the last 15 years can help to overcome new
challenges; 

Explore ways both technical and political on how to redress the 
situation;

End up to a strengthened effective nuclear non proliferation 
regime. 
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2. A look backward: A half century of progress
2. Awareness of an international non-proliferation policy: the Atom for 

peace initiative:
IAEA (1957).
Safeguards agreements (INFCIRC/66/rev.2).  

The milestone of the NPT as the birth of verification (1970).
Nuclear Weapon States
Non Nuclear Weapon States
States non parties to the NPT

Iraq: the non proliferation regime challenged and strengthened:
– 1992: A milestone for compliance monitoring and verification

The mid-nineties: Hopes of stemming the WND proliferation
IAEA Strengthened Safeguards + Additional Protocol
NSG Guidelines : dual use item list (1992)
New developments : CWC (1993)

CTBT (1996 pending IEF)
CUT-OFF (postponed)
Ex-USSR NIS joined NPT
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2. A look backward: A half century of progress

3. Value of Iraq and North Korea & South  Africa experience : 
The new age of verification: cradle for most of the methodologies and 
technologies

UNSCR 867 & OMV Plan
Identify advanced technologies to fill up gaps in safeguards verification;
Iraq was a real test-bed

– New inspection approaches ⎫
Information technologies ⎬ Strengthened safeguards + AP 

– Advanced monitoring technologies ⎭
Lessons drawn allow Agency to cope with very complex situations as 
Iran, DPRK in future? 

Iraq/U2 Overhead imagery
Credit UNSCOM

Iraq/Ground penetration radar 
Credit private communication

Iraq/Water sampling
Credit IAEA
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3. Current situation and prospects

Dawn of the century: Resuming the challenges
Violation by NPT members: Iraq;

North Korea;
Libya;

Take advantages of past CSA weaknesses;
Pakistan: Multinational undercover procurement A. Q. Khan network;
Transfer of sensitive technologies and know how; 
Difficulties with the verification (Brazil);
Past “negligence” in declaration (Korea, Egypt);
US – India agreement: both a chance and a concern; 

Prospects: A blurred vision of the future:
Now the views on international security seems blurred

AP pace very slow
CTBT still pending EIF
CUT –OFF still pending negotiation;
NPT in jeopardy?
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4. Current situation: Overview of concerns

Iraq: no longer a proliferation threat but a terrorism haven?

North Korea: the present threat?

Iran: the threat for tomorrow?

Libya: A success story / the prodigal son? 

Pakistan and the proliferation "bazar“ : A creeping threat? 

Other minor compliance problems: Korea, Brazil, Egypt;

The threat of nuclear terrorism: the most difficult to deal 
with?

India - US –India agreement: Closer to the norm? 
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4. Current situation: Overview of concerns

Famous aluminium tubes:
not centrifuge but rocket body
credit IAEA 

Al Atheer: weaponization site
Credit IAEA

Al Qa Qaa Chinese HMX
Credit IAEA

Iraq: no longer a proliferation threat but a terrorism haven?
It's highly likely that all nuclear-weapons-usable materials have been destroyed, 
removed or rendered harmless as confirmed by 2003 inspection; 
From 1997, IAEA/Action Team has acquired a comprehensive picture of Iraq 
nuclear weapon programme. Some points remain to be clarified in particular those 
related to A.Q. Khan offer;
In Iraq, IAEA has demonstrated that inspections work!
The threat from Iraq as a state is over but;
Now the state has fallen in chaos. It has become an haven for islamic terrorism 
which may fuel WMD terrorism.  What the remaining WMD equipments and 
knowledgeable people had became?  
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4. Current situation: Overview of concerns
North Korea (DPRK): the present threat?

First crisis early nineties: discovery of undeclared reprocessing 
Weapon grade plutonium production capacities :

25 Mwth Unat reactor + reprocessing plant; How much w-Pu? 

Freeze agreement:  2 PWR against the froze of all nuclear activities

North Korea block constantly the verification of the freeze agreement

Yongbyon reprocessing plant
credit ISIS

Yongbyon 25 MWth spent fuel pond
credit IAEA
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4. Current situation: Overview of concerns
North Korea (DPRK): the present threat?

Second crisis: DPRK  claim to be able to enrich uranium.
After a decade of dispute with IAEA & international community 
North Korea withdraw from NPT and terminate all agreements 
(safeguards & freeze);
North Korea resumed reactor operation and reprocessed spent fuel no
longer under safeguards.
Six parties talk stalled; 

So the tricky questions are:
Plutonium and HEU production capacity?

How much weapon fissile material DPRK already possess?

How many nukes?

DPRK is a Ballistic missiles provider:  What the extend of the 
cooperation with Pakistan and A.Q. Khan network, Iran others?

North Korea last week's answer: a nuclear test (10/2006)
Then, North Korea is the most dangerous threat at present.
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4. Current situation: Overview of concerns
Iran: the threat for tomorrow? 
In 2003 on the basis of "third party" information IAEA discovered:

A large undeclared gas centrifuge uranium enrichment programme 
including a pilot plant  and a large production plant at Natanz; 
That technology was provided through the A.Q. Khan network;

NATANZ:uranium centrifuge 
enrichment plant (FEP)
Credit ISIS

NATANZ: Fuel Enrichment Plant 
inside view
Source Web ESFAHAN: Research Centre and 

Conversion Facility
Credit AFP
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4. Current situation: Overview of concerns
Iran: the threat for tomorrow? 
In 2003 on the basis of "third party" information IAEA discovered:

That Iran was planning to build  an heavy water reactor well suited for Pu
production and the associated reprocessing plant at Arak;
A large undeclared gas centrifuge uranium enrichment programme 
including a pilot plant  and a large production plant at Natanz; 
That technology was provided through the A.Q. Khan network;
That Iran was planning to build  an heavy water reactor well suited for Pu
production and the associated reprocessing plant at Arak;
That they have imported undeclared UF6 a part of which converted in 
uranium metal;
They have irradiated U metal target and extracted a small quantity of  
plutonium;
That they have irradiated bismuth target to produce polonium 210 which 
could be use as a nuclear weapon trigger; 
Environmental sampling at enrichment facility and on centrifuge parts 
shown presence of high enriched uranium particle Iranian said to come from 
contamination in the supplier country: explanations still not clear
That the 1987 A.Q. Khan offer included information on how to cast and 
machine uranium metal hemisphere;
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4. Current situation: Overview of concerns
Iran: the threat for tomorrow? 

2 suspicious sites, Parschin and Lavisan: Iran is very reluctant to let IAEA 
inspectors to visit them freely;

PARSHIN: Missile and explosive test range
Another site of concern
Credit ISIS

LAVISAN: 
A site of concern. What kind of activities has 
been carried out there before remediation?
Credit ISIS
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4. Current situation: Overview of concerns
Iran: the threat for to morrow? 
The absence of declaration of these activities constitute a serious violation of 
the safeguards agreement.

After more than 3 years IEA still unable to clarify uncertainties and 
inconsistencies

Iran cooperation and transparency has decreased and AP measure are no 
longer provisionally implemented.

Discussion with the six (P5 + Germany) suspension of enrichment activities 
against assurances of  supply are stalled.

Iran has resumed enrichment activities, Arak construction is continuing.

Following a Board resolution, the IAEA DG has seized the Security Council.

From all the previous facts, it appears that Iran nuclear programme seems 
likely to be aiming to manufacture nuclear weapons.
Then, is Iran trying to gain time before withdrawing from NPT as soon it will 
possesses them?

Iran could be the threat for the next future.
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4. Current situation: Overview of concerns

Libya: A success story / the prodigal son?
In 2003 Libya gave up all its WMD ambitions
Allows US, UK experts then IAEA inspectors to visit  its nuclear
facilities
Libya joined NPT and concluded a safeguards agreement with 
IAEA.
An important outcome of the inspection in Libya was the unveiling unveiling 
of the A.K. Khan'sof the A.K. Khan's nuclear black market network
It appeared that Libya has acquired centrifuge components and 
know-how to build an uranium enrichment capacity for nuclear 
weapon manufacture
It appeared also that A.Q. Khan has provided Libya with a 
Pakistani nuclear weapon design.
Work is still continuing on that case.
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4. Current situation: Overview of concerns

Pakistan and the proliferation "bazar“ : A creeping threat? 
Investigation has been carried out by IAEA and Member States on the A. 
Q. Khan sensitive technologies black market network from Libya;

Investigation shows that the network operating under the cover of A. Q. 
Khan laboratories extended over and operated from many continents and 
countries: South Asia, Middle East, Africa, Europe.

A.Q Khan Network provided:
– Uranium enrichment centrifuge technologies
– Nuclear weapon design
– Nuclear material (UF6)
– Exchange Centrifuge versus Missile

Other minor compliance problems: Korea, Brazil, Egypt; 
– Korea

Past non compliances 
– Egypt
– Brazil Difficulties with inspection 

⎫
⎬
⎭
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4. Current situation: Overview of concerns

India - US –India agreement: Closer to the norm?
India is one of the three non NPT countries, possesses nuclear weapons and 
has conducted nuclear test (1974 & 1998).

US-India joint declaration (2005)

India-US agreement open the door for nuclear trade

India will separate its civilian and military nuclear facilities

India will conclude a new safeguards agreement and additional protocol  and 
place all civilian facilities under IAEA safeguards IAEA inspection;

India should support cut off negotiation and ratify CTBT (As United States 
and China).

Nuclear trade with India requires to amend NSG rules India exception
India cannot be kept apart of nuclear development 
India could be granted of a "rather" good record of non proliferation
But the civilian / military facilities separation is disappointing

The risk is to facilitate the production of fissile material and the transfer of 
sensitive technologies.
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4. Current situation: Overview of concerns

The threat of nuclear terrorism: the most difficult to deal with?
9/11 terrorist attack: awareness of the emergence of a new threat 

Prevent terrorist acts involving WMD: Nuclear, Radiological Biological and 
Chemical

Mitigate their consequences.

Prevent the development of sub states group activities in the context of local 
crisis

New or strengthened instruments and initiatives:

– UNSC Resolution 1540;

– UN Convention on nuclear terrorism;

– Amendment to the CPPMN;

– IAEA nuclear security programme;

– G8 programme;

– US – Russia Global initiative against nuclear terrorism. 
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5. How to answer the new challenges?
New tools: Why and for what?

Addressing the proliferation of the nuclear weapon and nuclear 
disarmament

– 1995 NPT decision 2
– Cut off
– CTBT

Addressing the traffic of sensitive technologies
– UNSC Resolution 1540
– Additional protocol
– NSG rule
– PSI
– SUA Convention

Addressing the proliferation of means of delivery 
– MTCR
– CoC

Addressing the Security of nuclear and radioactive material
– G8 Global Partnership
– CPPMN amended
– IAEA nuclear security programme
– Code of conduct
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5. How to answer the new challenges?

How advanced technologies can contribute to tackle the threats?
To be efficient and credible a treaty (NPT/IAEA Safeguards, CTBT) should rely on a 
verification system comprising a wide range of different advanced technologies
The verification system which should :

Be efficient and credible;

Provide fast non ambiguous and reliable assessment of complex  
situations;

Provides clear evidences of non compliance 

Enhance capabilities of detection of undeclared nuclear facilities, 
material and activities (SGTS-08)

Receive strong support of member states:
– Definition of a tool boxes
– Research &Development of innovative solutions.
– Assistance for implementation 

France contributes to enhance IAEA capabilities through 
the French Support Programme.
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5. How to answer the new challenges?
How advanced technologies can contribute to tackle the threats?
The tools boxes: a set of advanced technologies which cover all sides of  verification as 
the following examples (non exhaustive):

• Satellite imaging. 
Ex  IRAN: Natanz, Parshin, Lavisan, Arak

• Environmental sampling and ultra-traces analysis.
Ex :Libya, Iran Pakistan/assessment of 

the origin of contamination
on centrifuge components

Environmental monitoring: Ultra-traces analysis of 
environmental samples at the DASE clean laboratory
Source CEA/DAM/DASE

Geophysical survey: 
Ground Penetration Radar for DIV
Source CEA/DAM/DASE 
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5. How to answer the new challenges?
How advanced technologies can contribute to tackle the threats?

Information collection and analysis: open sources / "third party" information
Review of declaration against open sources:
Korea and Egypt undeclared past activities

Remote monitoring
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Compliance?Credit: IAEA/Safeguards/A. Lagattu

The best technologies are meaningless
without strong political commitments Both are needed

Enforcement!
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5. How to answer the new challenges?

A focus on nuclear fuel cycle and materials?
Transfer of sensitive technologies: enrichment or reprocessing 
even weapon design: A. Q. Khan network 

Address undercover transfer and clandestine network;

Export controls

Develop sensitive technologies under NPT umbrella with open 
foreign support then withdraw from NPT;

Several proposals 
– President W G Bush proposal: have and have not; 

– IAEA DG : 5 years moratorium;

– French proposal NPT article IV / AP for sensitive technologies 
/criteria; Multilateral Nuclear Approaches of nuclear fuel cycle;

– Multilateral approaches: IAEA expert group INFCIRC/640

– Assurances of supply of nuclear fuel;
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5. How to answer the new challenges?

A focus on nuclear fuel cycle and materials?
With the development of nuclear trade and the revival of nuclear energy the risk of:

Illicit transfer
Diversion of sensitive technologies

is increasing

Physical model

Basic threat definition

Diversion scenarios

Diversion paths

Proliferation resistance 
assessment
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5. How to answer the new challenges?

A focus on nuclear fuel cycle and materials?
The capacity of IAEA

– To detect Diversion of nuclear fuel cycle sensitive technologies at 
declared facilities

– To detect concealed sites hosting undeclared uranium 
enrichment/reprocessing activities

– To implement adequate technological and methodological means 
for doing so

Should be improved in the framework of :
– Safeguards Research & Development Programme

– Member States Support Programmes;

– SAGSI recommendation;

– Committee 25 recommendation still under consideration.
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6. Verifying compliance is the key. How to enforce it?

Compliance
All efforts to patch loopholes and strengthen tools to stop 
proliferation and and prevent terrorism doomed to fail if...;

Lack of a strong support from the international community;

Verifying compliance
The needed authority for international organisations as IAEA;

The needed resources (human, technical, funding);

Technologies and information support;

Research and development on security and monitoring;

Enforcing compliance
A renewed role of the UN Security Council

Enforcing UNSCR 1540 and anti- WMD and terrorism 
instruments
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7. An attempt to a look forward

Pessimistic: for the time being prospects are not encouraging
Difficulties to verify compliance to undertakings
International security is challenged.
Disagreement on how to enforce compliance to international law

– North Korea
– Iran
– Terrorism

Support  to a strengthened regime instruments is still weak
– 2005 NPT conference
– Additional protocol

Longer term: prospect are more optimistic
– Curbing proliferation needs time
– What would have been the speech in 1990?

international security: 
Verifying and enforcing compliance to undertakings is a vital need
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8. Conclusion

A look backward is rather encouraging 
But currently international security is challenged. How to redress?

Promoting universal adherence to a strengthened regime
Drawing on of recent and actual experience
Implementing compliance to undertakings is the key! 
How to verify it? Methodologies and technologies that works
(cf. IAEA & Iraq nuclear programme).

• Implementing appropriate verification systems based on the best 
technological means.

– Dynamic action on research & development in security in area
– Strong support of Member States

• Bringing a strong political and technical support to organisations  
in charges as IAEA.

Edge technologies are worthless without strong political support
• Effectively implementing compliance to international law through

UNSC Resolution
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Beyond Iraq

Thank you for your attention

Any questions?
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